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Troll Con VIII

Fields of Battle

Quick Links

TLG on Facebook
TLG on Youtube
TLG on Twitter

In Two weeks Troll Con
VIII kicks off in Little Rock
Arkansas! Join Troll Lord
Games and our
distinguished guest Larry
Elmore for 3 days of high
adventure! 

The Brothers Chenault are
running a host of C&C
games, including the battle

Upon the Elephant's Back
Things are always afoot in the Troll Dens.
We have Troll Con VIII just around the
corner, July 23-25. Join the Troll Lords in
Little Rock for some gaming goodness
and meet Larry Elmore this year's
distinguished guest. 

We have also decided to reverse course and will be
attending Gencon this year. Booth #1735!

We've just released Fields of Battle, our miniature combat
rules. This has come hot on the heels of Monsters &
Treasure of Aihrde that is enjoying wide acclaim. Work
continues on the Castle Keeper's Guide, which is at last
reaching completion. 

We never sleep at Troll Lord Games, or so it seems, as we
hammer away forging games from the Language of
Creation! Join us!

He Who Sits on the Elephants Back,
Steve Chenault
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of Felsentheim and Steve's
Game for the Youngins.
Also this year Casey
Christofferson is running
several mass combats using
the just released Fields of
Battle. 

Imagine Hobby shop is
hosting this years Magic the
Gathering Tourney, join it
for prizes and more!

Saturday afternoon join
Steve, Davis and crew for a
spirited discussion of the
Castle Keepers Guide and
then join all the Trolls for a
panel discussing the
company, its history, where
its going and whatever other
rambling diatribe that the
Brothers stumble across. 

Peter Bradley and Casey
Christofferson, Troll Lords
of old will be on hand as
well. 

All games are welcome!! 

Booths from Elmore
Productions, Goodman
Games, Bash, Ravenchilde
Studios and Castle Perilous
all join Troll Lord Games at
TROLL CON VIII!
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The Wages of War
The unwanted hordes
threaten to lay waste to all
you hold true and dear!
Your women call to you,
yerning to see the iron in
your veins! Your children
seek the strength of your
courage! Gather your hosts
for war! Shield your arm
and unsheathe your blade
for battle calls. Join the 
Fields of Battle, a mass
combat and miniatures
battle rules game. These

simple to understand rules allow you to field armies, great
and small, in short order and slaughter the heck out of one
another. The rules, built upon the easy to understand Siege
Engine, allow for character interaction as well as spells
and all manner of combat. 

Designed with C&C in mind the game itself ports to
almost any RPG system, or serves as a stand alone game.

Inside every copy of Fields of Battle:
1 Rule Book 
5 Sheets of Combat Tiles 
1 photo copy ready sheet of army cards 
3 combat scenarios, ready to play 
8 Sheets of Terrain Tiles (Fat Dragon Games) 
1 module Siege Tower (Fat Dragon Games) 
1 module Catapult (Fat Dragon Games 
1 module Battering Ram (Fat Dragon Games) 

Inside you'll find the rules of play, unit tiles colored by
Peter Bradley and a full set of siege equipment and terrain
tiles designed by Fat Dragon Games! 
Fields of Battle is on sale today at the TLG shop and will
appear in retail shops in the next week or so. Be sure to
get yours!

Gencon Indy, 2010: Booth #1735
Every time I try to get out they pull me back
in!!

BOOTH #1735
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So Davis came back from a trip up to Lake
Geneva a few weeks ago. We discussed how
things had so suddenly changed, reminisced
about the old days, the conventions up there
and in Milwaukee and all the fun we had
with Gary both at the shows and in LG; we

wandered over to the fun we had with the folks from Mongoose, Mystic Eye Games,
Bastion Press, Thunderhead and all the other crews. That trip down memory lane got us to
discussing Gencon 2010. This year marks the 11th Gencon since we've been in business
and the first one we would miss. We both decided to see what we could do to rearrange
TLGs schedule and our own.

We've alot of irons in the fire right now: Troll Con, Castle Keeper's Guide, Crusader,
Facebook game, Kindle version of the PH, Harbinger Variant, and Itunes version of the
PH. Not to mention the pdf character sheets and so forth. So Gencon seemed rather
daunting.

But as many of these projects are moving forward and our Summer intern is on his way (to
take over Kindle and Itunes material), the facebook game needs only a little more story and
the CKG is moving forward under a good steam that we can and will make the show of
shows. Check us out at Booth #1735, we'll be there with a year's worth of Troll Goodness.

RECAP TIME: AVAILABLE NOW

Fields of Battle
Monsters & Treasure of Aihrde

Harvester the Role Playing Game
Umbrage Saga

Crusader 23

Troll Lord Games
1818 N. Taylor, #143
Little Rock, AR 72207
www.trolllord.com/troll@trolllord.com
501-680-6597 
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